
Birds

stork                                          sparrow

cuckoo                                      crow

robin                                         woodpecker



Storks like marchlands.
Storks eat frogs.                                       Storks eat rats.

Storks eat fish.                                         Storks eat small reptiles.

Storks eat insects



Storks can fly very far with their big wings.

They fly to Africa for the winter.



Storks build their nests with sticks.

They live close to humans.

Storks make a clattering sound with their bills.



Sparrows are found all over the world.

They  eat seeds.                                      They live around humans.

They eat insects.                                     This is a male sparrow.



A hedge sparrow.

Sparrows do not fly away during the winter. They can survive the cold 
climate.



A sparrow‘s nest with five eggs.
How many chicks there will be?

What did the sparrows use to build their nest?



What is this sparrow doing?

Is he washing his face?



This bird is called a cuckoo.

There are different types of cuckoos and they all look a bit different from each other.



These are cuckoo eggs.

How many do you count?

Some cuckoos lay their eggs in other birds’ nests. Then the other bird  
raises the cuckoo chick.



This is a crow

A crow eats insects, meat, fruit and scraps of human food.



A crow with it’s nest.

Is it a neat nest?

Is this crow black all over?



This is a robin.

It has a beautiful orange-red chest and face.

Robins eat seeds, insects, spiders and berries.



These are robin chicks.

How many can you count?



A robin’s nest with eggs.



This is a woodpecker.

What colours does it have?



A woodpecker at it’s nest.

It  eats insects but likes wood-boring larvae very much.

It chips a hole high up in a tree and uses it for a nest.



This is a penguin 

It lives in a very cold place 

It cannot fly even through it does have wings



Penguin and the egg

Penguins do not make nests but hold the egg in between their feet to 
keep them warm 



This is a flamingo

What colour is a flamingo?

Their nests made out of mud



Flamingo on their leg

Flamingos stand on one leg 

Flamingos eat algae, seed and small animals 



The end


